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Details of Visit:

Author: NNTT
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 9 May 2012 11.00am
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Agency Bella
Website: http://www.agencybella.co.uk
Phone: 07783995948

The Premises:

Madison is based just outside the main Shopping thoroughfare of Birmingham, near Broad Street.
Secure parking is located close by as well as a good mixture of bars, restaurants and amenities
within a walking distance, although the main shopping district and transport links are a little further
away.

The apartment itself was a modern build and impeccably presented, being several floors up it felt
very private and the atmosphere was very relaxed. Entry is gained via a buzzer system.

The Lady:

I found Madison to be stunning.

She is a very pretty petite blonde, around 5'4" tall and in her early-to-mid twenties. Madison has a
toned size 8 figure, despite saying she doesn't go to the gym and enhanced DD cup breasts which
actually seemed very natural to me. Pretty, petite and toned, yet a very womanly shape, what more
could a guy want?

Yet I did just want to comment on more than the physical with Madison. Courtesy of a few issues I
won't mention in detail What dazzled equally as her appearance was Madison's personality, she is
friendly, intelligent, considerate and attentive.

An exquisite young lady, inside and out.

The Story:

Because of various issues it had been over six months since I had last visited an escort and in truth
I had lost a little confidence to do so. I have always promised myself to take things slowly before
deciding to lose my virginity and while I didn't feel I was yet ready to take that step, I did feel ready
to visit another escort.

I had seen Madison previously mention on Punternet and thought I'd love to meet her, yet as stupid
as it may sound I did feel intimidated by her attractiveness and thought this indicated I wasn't able
to visit her. Totally foolish on my part, but that was my feeling.
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I eventually decided to put my own feelings of insecurity to one side and contact Madison at
relatively short notice to see if she would accommodate a booking from me and I was really
delighted I took this step.

Having found out Madison actually runs AgencyBella I must say I found her absolutely first class in
making arrangements. She and the agency are very professional, very organised and I felt Madison
went above and beyond what I would have or should have expected and for that I am very grateful.
Based on my dealings with AgencyBella I would say any client would be well served by them. So
after a few e-mails and a bumbling phone call from me because of nerves an appointment was
made for the next morning.

On the morning of the appointment Madison did text me to ensure all was fine, which I think is just a
small example of just how considerate she was of my specific situation. So within short order,
feeling very nervous I arrived as directed to the apartment.

Feeling very anxious and apprehensive things were surely not going to run to plan for me, and sure
to form as I was directed to the apartment the postman and a delivery man arrived bang on cue to
mean I had to navigate past them at the entrance. Then, just to add a little more drama Madison
had informed me due to on-going maintenance the lights in the hallway were out. I approached the
specific apartment in such darkness I could hardly see where I was going, however Madison said
very kindly see would await me and then I saw her, literally out of the darkness Madison stood there
in the light, symbolism I literally couldn't make up.

Ironically these tribulations eased my nerves a little, more focused on getting the right apartment my
nerves had seemed to dissipate somewhat and be replaced by excitement.

As I was greeted by Madison I was simply taken aback by how fantastic she looked. Madison had
recalled me mentioning a little black dress and "stripper heels" (sorry if that sounds rude but it was
the phrase which came to mind) and she had dressed accordingly, even though I didn't think for a
moment she would remember. Madison's pictures were spot on; in fact I know it is a cliche but she
looked even better in the flesh.

Here was a gorgeous petite young lady, bursting out of a figure hugging little black dress with sexy
pink underwear visible underneath matching her high heels, I was instantly excited! Madison offered
and I accepted a drink, but to be honest I can hardly recall anything until I was sat in the bedroom,
so mesmerised was I with Madison. No doubt there is always a worry a lady won't match her
pictures or your own expectations; this certainly isn't the case with Madison.

As the conversation moved back and forth I know I can be a little socially awkward, however, having
sorted out the financials I do remember feeling very relaxed in Madison's company and actually
moving towards her, which was unusual for my normally shy character and is a sign of just how
comfortable Madison made me feel in her company.

Soon we were very delicately kissing with Madison Rubbing my cock through my jeans as my
hands explored her figure through her skimpy attire. Madison soon slipped out of her dress to reveal
her toned figure and matching pink lingerie, I didn't know where to look or where to put my hands!
Although Madison says she doesn't go to the gym, she has a figure any woman or gym bunny
would be proud of. Following the usual awkward removal of my clothes my boxer shorts were soon
discarded and Madison dropped straight to her knees and initiated OWO, I was bowled over, was
this really happening!?

Madison did encourage me to say if things were moving too fast, however I am still nervous to be
vocal as to what exactly I would like for fear of coming across as rude, but I certainly wasn't going to
halt Madison's progress as she very skilfully removed her bra (something beyond me), revealing a
great pair of pert enhanced breasts.
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Madison's oral felt fantastic, a very nice combination of sucking my balls and her tongue swirling
around my shaft and taking me into her mouth, as she continued I just had to run my hands over
her soft skin and caress her boobs. Although I am not very experienced, Madison's blowjob
technique was the best feeling I have felt and within 10 minutes of entering the apartment and after
a few minutes of Madison sucking me I felt I was close to cumming, I had to ask her to stop and if
she would give me a massage.

I do very much enjoy receiving a massage and find it allows a little conversation to flow, which is
important to me. Here I got a great insight into just how intelligent and genuine Madison is and I
enjoyed talking with her.

The conversation quickly turned to Madison's petite stature and gave me a great excuse to ask her
to remove her high heels which were perfectly framing her taught smooth legs, with Madison also
removing her knickers she must have read my mind.

I nervously splurted out if I may go down on Madison and yes she has a gorgeous pussy as well,
should I have expected anything else? To be honest while I really feel I like to go down on a lady, I
know I'm just too inexperienced and somewhat lost when I get there. I certainly didn't do Madison
justice at all, nor any of the escorts I have seen and I didn't have the nerve to ask if I may insert a
finger. This is certainly something I feel I want to improve on and would really like to concentrate on
in near future appointments.

Madison was soon back over me on the bed and the feeling and sight of Madison bobbing up and
down my shaft ever deeper with her long platinum blonde hair tickling my thighs, yet obscuring my
full view, was incredibly horny and again bringing me near climax.

Madison did ask me where I would like to cum, I must say I do still feel a little embarrassed by these
types of questions and had to ponder it a little, but Madison was accommodating in what I wanted to
do.

I really felt I could hold off climaxing no longer. I positioned myself standing up, a total man thing I
know and Madison flipped onto all fours on the bed and began sucking me with more gusto with her
hand holding the base of my shaft, I could feel myself reaching the point of no return. With my glans
still clamped by Madison's lips I also masturbated my shaft frantically and I seemed to ejaculate with
accompanying groans for what felt like any eternity in Madison's mouth, although I wasn't sure how
much I actually had cum as Madison took every drop, with no visible sign or mess! Wow! It felt
incredible, but I must say I did have a guilty feeling afterwards for cumming in Madison's mouth and
felt it hard to look her back in the eye, tough to explain but certainly no offence was mean't and
hopefully Madison took none, it was quite a bizarre feeling.

I was in such a daze as Madison and I cleaned up I actually picked up Madison's dress thinking it
was my underwear, which certainly raised a laugh all round, not quite my style or size!

I had a really nice chat with Madison as I dressed, yes in all of my own clothes! At no time did I feel
rushed and it just struck me as well as being gorgeous and really skilled in the bedroom, Madison is
just terrific as a person, a proper sound lass.

I can only imagine if Madison sets the standards for the agency as high as her own every lady on
the books would be a delight to spend time with.

Madison deserves every courtesy, every respect and I'd thoroughly recommend her and
AgencyBella. I would hope she would allow me back to visit her. I'm grateful I had the chance to
meet her and wish her every success in the future.
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